THE PRAGMATICS PROFILE of Everyday Communication Skills in School-Age Children

Interview Schedule

School-Age Children
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An Outline of the Structure

A. COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS

1. Attention Directing............................................1
2. Requesting......................................................2
3. Giving Information.............................................2
4. Giving Instructions............................................3
5. Narrative.........................................................3
6. Humour......................................................... 3
7. Expression of Emotion.......................................4

B. RESPONSE TO COMMUNICATION

8. Gaining Child's Attention...................................4
9. Understanding Indirect Requests........................5
10. Idiom.............................................................5
11. Sarcasm.........................................................5
12. Metalinguistic Awareness.................................6
13. Responding with Amusement.............................6
14. Negotiation........................ ...........................6
15. Request for Clarification....................................7

C. INTERACTION AND CONVERSATION

16. Interest in Interaction........................................7
17. Maintaining an Interaction or Conversation...........8
18. Presupposition and Shared Knowledge...............8
19. Conversational Repair......................................8
20. Joining a Conversation.....................................9
21. Terminating a Conversation..............................9

D. CONTEXTUAL VARIATION

22. Person.........................................................9
23. Situation......................................................10
24. Time...........................................................10
25. Topic..........................................................10
26. Books as a Context for Communication..............11
27. Use of Language in Play ................................11
28. Peer Interaction............................................12
29. Compliance with Social Conventions.................12
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Child's name...............................................................

A. COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS

1. Attention Directing

a) To Self

If you are busy doing something how does (child's name) usually get your attention?

Examples: Tries to make eye contact.
Tugs at your clothing or taps you.
Gestures or brings something to you.
Says your name.
Keeps repeating your name, for example, 'Mum, Mum, Mum'/'Sir, Sir, Sir'.
Shouts across the room.
Does something he/she has been told not to do, for example, starts a fight, knocks something over.

b) To Events, Objects, Other People

If (child's name) wants to point something out to you how does (he/she) do it?

Examples: Turns and looks towards it then turns back to you.
Pulls at you and vocalizes.
Points.
Says 'look at that' and starts to talk/sign about it.
Comments loudly.
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